
On why Crosby became the installation’s permanent home,  
rather than the sculptures being moved to New York as  
originally planned:

“Crosby was really the only time that the work had 
been in such close proximity to a great urban centre, 
and that’s what I had been looking for in New York.

“And in a way I found it in Liverpool already, that idea 
of high density urban living. The residue of trade and 
warehousing and industry. But then still with that  
exposure to the elements.

“This is what makes the site so fantastic I think.  
And it made the idea of going anywhere else  
pretty redundant.”

On the comfort that the Iron Men seem to bring to many  
people who visit Crosby beach:

 
“I’ve been amazed at how many people have expressed 
to me the consolation or the use that they put Another 
Place to, either to deal with personal loss or just as a 
place that’s there constantly in the changing conditions 
of the year. That’s a wonderful thing.

“It is very encouraging and extremely moving when 
people find an artwork allows them reflection and a 
place where big issues about what kind of future we 
dream of, what kind of pain we have suffered, what 
kind of joy we might be experiencing, can in a way be 
associated with a bigger picture of life.”

Antony Gormley was 

recently interviewed 

by the Liverpool Echo  

to mark the tenth 

anniversary of 

Another Place  

on Crosby beach.  

Here are a few of  

his thoughts:

A Decade On

Crosby made 

the idea of 

going anywhere 

else pretty 

redundant. 
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The Arts Council for its 
generous sponsorship of  
the Ten Years of Another 
Place exhibition.

The original sponsors 
and supporters of 
Another Place - Sefton 
Council, Liverpool 
Biennial, the Mersey 
Waterfront programme, 
the Northwest Regional 
Development Agency, 
the Mersey Docks and 
Harbour Company and 
the Arts Council.

Crosby photographer  
Ron Davies who has taken 
most of the wonderful 
images of Another Place 
featured in this exhibition 
and the accompanying 
programme.

Crosby Lakeside  
Adventure Centre  
for kindly hosting  
this exhibition.
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like to thank:
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The Investment Centre, 375 Stanley Road,  
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